4-H HORSE PROJECT SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION FOR EASTERN STATES/KENTUCKY
Available from the Chittenden County 4-H Horse Program*. Award amounts are dependent upon levels of available funds and on the number of applicants.
DUE IN THE 4-H OFFICE BY SEPTEMBER 1
(mail to Chit. Co. 4-H Horse Program, 140 Kennedy Drive, Suite 201 Burlington, VT 05403)

Name ____________________________________________    Age _____________
Club __________________________________________________________________________
I will represent VT 4-H as a(n) (check all that apply):
  ___ Eastern States Horse Delegate
  ___ Eastern States Teen Leader
  ___ Kentucky Delegate
  ___ North East Contest B Team Participant
Email Address ________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address __________________________________________________________________________
My goal for attending this event (or goals for these events): ________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Scholarship recipients should plan to help make the best better by helping at Chittenden County 4-H Horse Program events or other 4-H events.
Complete the section below by checking off the events that you will help at in the 4-H year following your ESE or KY participation and on the back briefly explaining how you plan to help.

  ____ Club activity or presentation         ____Chittenden County Quiz Bowl Contest
  ____ Winter Horse Camp                    ____Chittenden County Horse Show
  ____ Quiz Bowl Practices                  ____Other: ________________________________

Explanations of how you will help at events you checked off should be written on the back of this form>>>>

4-H Merit Scholarship Applications may be submitted by KY and NE contest delegates but the Foundation does not provide scholarships for ESE participation. You can download the application from the VT 4-H website or contact the 4-H office for one. They are due the same day as registrations for the event are due.